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A B S T R A C T

Multi-service networks aim to efficiently supply distinct goods within the same infrastructure
by relying on a (typically centralised) authority to manage and coordinate their differential
delivery at specific prices. In turn, final customers constantly seek to lower costs whilst
maximising quality and reliability. This paper proposes a decentralised business model for multi-
service networks using Ethereum blockchain features – gas, transactions, and smart contracts
– to execute multiple services at different prices. By employing the Ethereum cryptocurrency
token, Ether, to quantify the quality of service and reliability of distinct private Ethereum
networks, our model concurrently processes streams of services at different gas prices while
differentially delivering reliability and service quality. This multi-service business model has
been extensively tested on five concurrent Ethereum networks with various combinations of
gas prices, miners, and regular nodes using a Proof of Authority consensus algorithm and
throughput as the evaluation metric. It has exhibited linear scalability, providing increased
throughput in high-quality Ethereum networks, i.e., composed of more validator nodes. The
results also indicate that different mining prices do not impact the network performance, but
networks with more miners had limited scalability and an increased level of trustworthiness
and reliability.

. Introduction

As immutable time-stamped data structures, blockchains implement peer-to-peer networks where participant nodes can verify
nteractions concurrently using decentralised consensus protocols. Data is stored in blocks that are ‘‘chained’’, i.e. each block knows
he hash of the previous block, thus creating a ledger. As each node holds a copy of the entire chain, blocks can only be added
nto the chain when the network nodes reach a consensus. Moreover, in private blockchain networks, nodes should prove their
dentity to validate transactions. Since blockchain eliminates the need for a central entity, the risk of malicious data manipulation
s negligible.

Blockchains intrinsically nurture decentralised digital transactions by eliminating intermediaries such as agents, brokers, or
ankers. They provide a feasible approach to the challenge of reliability in decentralised environments by enabling different entities
e.g., individuals, organisations, machines, etc.) to communicate and interact with each other autonomously and safely, ultimately
nabling the creation of distinct innovative business models and work processes across society and industry (Berdik, Otoum, Schmidt,
orter, & Jararweh, 2021).
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The peer-based validation of blockchain transactions is governed by an incentive-based protocol which rewards peers for their
alidation and computational work. A blockchain infrastructure is widely considered suitable for software solutions which require:
i) trustworthiness; (ii) immutability; (iii) traceability; and, (iv) logic-based processing to trigger algorithms and events, a.k.a smart

contracts.
Smart contracts are composed of autonomous and distributed methods deployed into a blockchain network. These methods

can manage transactions and perform smart decisions. Essentially, it is a logic orchestration among entities, assets, and/or goods
which a transaction may involve (Zheng et al., 2020). Thus, a blockchain network can be seen as an infrastructure that can enable
multi-service processing through smart contracts and transactions.

As a decentralised blockchain platform introduced by Buterin (2013), Ethereum is widely regarded as one of the most interesting
platforms for studying blockchain networks due to its structural properties and ample support for smart contracts (Ferretti &
D’Angelo, 2020). Our multi-service model is predicated upon concurrent blockchain networks configured with different gas prices.
First, a customer proposes the price which he/she is willing to pay for a given service. Then, the system forwards the transactions
to the corresponding network in order to be validated and committed into the chain. Thus, each blockchain network holds different
smart contracts providing services at different prices. If a customer proposes an unfair gas price, the transaction is discarded and
the service is returned to that customer for verification, since low-cost networks do not contain all smart contract methods.

We have employed the Ethereum cryptocurrency token, i.e., Ether, to quantify the service cost considering the level of quality
nd reliability of each Ethereum network. We have evaluated the model in terms of performance and scalability to optimise the
mount of services that can be processed in parallel with Ethereum, and employed Linear Regression (LR) to calculate the optimal
erformance of a given private Ethereum network with a fixed number of nodes {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16}. In our approach, the higher

the service cost, the better the quality control and reliability of the data obtained from the blockchain network.
The evaluation has been carried out on a scalable private Ethereum network (Leal, Chis and González-Vélez, 2020), assembled

as part of the Smart Pharmaceutical Manufacturing (SPuMoNI) European project. SPuMoNI aims to systematically assess and trace
all data produced by computerised production systems in pharma environments and, consequently, enable pharma manufacturing
lines to intrinsically marshal quality, reliability, and traceability (Leal et al., 2021). While the evaluation has used real pharma
manufacturing datasets on a Ethereum private network, it is noted that the approach to multi-service blockchain networks is arguably
domain- and network-agnostic.

The network has been initially configured with two validator nodes, a sine qua non of the Proof of Authority consensus algorithm,
and our multi-service model yielded to a maximum throughput of 1000 transactions per second (on average, 600 transactions per
second). Knowing this limit, our multi-service model has been furnished with the ability of adaptively increasing the throughput as
more Ethereum validator nodes are included in the network. In addition, we have observed that the performance is independent of
the mining gas price employed in a network, i.e. networks with the same number of nodes provide a relatively similar throughput.
n the proposed multi-service model, the larger the number of nodes, the higher the degree of trustworthiness and reliability.

Therefore, as the main contribution, this paper focuses on the employment of a decentralised authority to manage multi-service
etworks. As the system prioritises services with fair and better prices, our proposed model analyses the offer and estimates the
ervice price according to the transaction complexity and the corresponding computational effort. Better prices have faster processing
rgo multiple levels of service according to economic capacity.

Consequently, our contention is that blockchain networks can intrinsically determine the user service level via the amount of
gas per transaction, hence segmenting services and users based on the expected transaction cost.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review covering relevant services that use private
thereum networks. Section 3 describes the proposed method including the configuration of the network, the smart contract, and the
valuation metrics. Section 4 presents the experimental setup, and the empirical evaluation results and their discussion. Section 5
resents conclusions, analysis, and directions for future work.

. Related work

The first blockchain-based applications, i.e., Blockchain 1.0., enabled decentralised value transfer for cryptocurrencies. The
introduction of smart contracts to power fully decentralised (mostly financial) applications led to Blockchain 2.0. The advent of
non cryptocurrency-related distributed ledger applications is currently referred to as Blockchain 3.0 (Di Francesco Maesa & Mori,
2020).

Widely considered a disruptive technology (Khanna & Kumar, 2020), Blockchain 3.0 can arguably modify business operations,
processes, services, and business models given its intrinsic potential to articulate differently business logic and added value for a
given company. It has been proved to help businesses in authenticating traded goods, facilitating disinter-mediation, and improving
operational efficiency (Nowinski & Kozma, 2017). Consequently, different research groups have explored the impact of blockchain
technology on business models in different domains including healthcare (Hardin & Kotz, 2021), Industry 4.0 (Putz, Dietz, Empl, &
Pernul, 2021; da Rosa Righi, Alberti, & Singh, 2020), payments (Holotiuk, Pisani, & Moormann, 2017), smart cities (Esposito, Ficco,
& Gupta, 2021; Hirtan, Dobre, & González-Vélez, 2020), smart vehicles (Oham, Michelin, Jurdak, Kanhere, & Jha, 2021), supply
chain (Chang, Chen, & Lu, 2019), fake news detection (Chen, Srivastava, Parizi, Aloqaily, & Ridhawi, 2020), and tourism (Leal,
2

Veloso, Malheiro and González-Vélez, 2020). Moreover, blockchain has been explored to ensure data integrity in computer systems
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Table 1
Business model approaches supported by blockchain technology.

Framework Domain Private networks Ethereum Multi-service networks

Ekblaw, Azaria, Halamka, and Lippman (2016) Healthcare ✓ ✓

da Rosa Righi et al. (2020) Industry 4.0 ✓ ✓

Putz et al. (2021) Industry 4.0 ✓ ✓

Holotiuk et al. (2017) Payments ✓ ✓

Hirtan et al. (2020) Smart cities ✓ ✓

Esposito et al. (2021) Smart cities ✓

Chang et al. (2019) Supply chain ✓ ✓

Leal, Veloso et al. (2020) Tourism ✓ ✓

Current proposal Domain agnostic ✓ ✓ ✓

including cloud storage (Li, Wu, Jiang, & Srikanthan, 2020), Internet of Things (Zhao, Chen, Liu, Baker, & Zhang, 2020), and open-
source software repositories (D’Mello & González-Vélez, 2019). Specifically, Li et al. (2020) propose an auditing scheme to ensure
completeness and correctness of the data underlying blockchain technology for enhanced reliability in decentralised networks.

Multi-service networks have been previously studied in the context of computer communications (Evans & Filsfils, 2007) and
ore traditionally in marketing (Grönroos, 1984). Their main goal is to balance the provision of high-quality services to users with

he ability to maximise the number of users served concurrently by segmenting services and users based on the expected service
a.k.a. service level agreement (SLA)) and the perceived service (a.k.a. quality of service (QoS)). However, the key difference in

the aforementioned views of multi-service is the perspective to administer and monitor services. While computer communication
networks rely on semi-autonomic arbitration based on protocols and pre-defined QoS requirements, marketing networks expect a
more customer-centred approach derived from service science. Nonetheless, the formal representation and computational modelling
of service networks have remained open problems for the services economy (Maglio, Srinivasan, Kreulen, & Spohrer, 2006). With
the advent of on-demand IT services, there has been a clear need to link customer requirements and expectation with automated
monitoring and adaptation.

Consequently, two main approaches have been introduced in IT communication service networks: (𝑖) game theory (Han, Niyato,
Saad, Basar, & Hjorungnes, 2011; Trestian, Ormond, & Muntean, 2012; Tsiropoulou, Katsinis, & Papavassiliou, 2012) to technically
address the network selection problem based on adversarial optimisation for user requirements, pricing, device(s) characteristics, and
provider constraints; and, (𝑖𝑖) holistic service-science (Carroll, Helfert, & Lynn, 2014; Carroll, Whelan, & Richardson, 2010; Tamburri
& Lago, 2011) which rely on the existence of a central manager to reconfigure and optimise the network to satisfy the needs and
requirements of customers, as well as to coordinate SLA and QoS matching. On the one hand, centralisation does not necessarily
work well in distributed highly-transactional networks as they rely on unique arbitration. On the other hand, fully decentralised
techniques struggle to find an ideal combination of static and dynamic parameters thence employing heuristical multi-objective
optimisations. Arguably, the introduction of peer-to-peer validation and consensus – intrinsic characteristics of blockchain networks
– could eventually achieve a degree of centralised mediation while providing intrinsic resilience and decentralisation.

One of the main concerns about blockchain-based applications is performance. In this context, several research works have
analysed multiple blockchain platforms and their corresponding configuration to obtain the highest number of transactions per
second (Baniata, Anaqreh, & Kertesz, 2021; De Angelis et al., 2018; Leal, Chis et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021). Ethereum has proved to
be one of the most popular and best performing cryptocurrency-based blockchain platforms, allowing to implement decentralised
and transaction-based systems.

Measured in Ether (ETH)—a cryptocurrency with market value—gas underpins Ethereum computations (Hu et al., 2021), since
each executed instruction in a smart contract costs gas. Beyond the repudiation of transactions, ‘‘running out of gas’’ can lead to
gas-focused vulnerabilities and exceptions, especially in public Ethereum networks (Grech et al., 2018). Furthermore, gas plays a
key pecuniary role in Ethereum networks, as miners are assigned an Ether (1 ETH) amount according to their computational effort.
Gas is considered crucial in Ethereum networks (Albert, Correas, Gordillo, Román-Diez, & Rubio, 2020), since it:

(a) prevents resource waste by allowing miners to bid for work as proposed by an emitter node;
(b) regulates consumption from customers due to its associated pecuniary value; and,
(c) limits the computational power associated with a given transaction.

From (a) above, one can infer that such a gas bidding process between miners and emitters leads to the fluctuation of gas
prices. Consequently, the prediction of gas prices is per se complex and some predictive approaches have started to appear in the
literature (Werner, Pritz, & Perez, 2020). Nonetheless, the bidding process is similar to QoS-driven consumption models for cloud
resources (Sharma, Thulasiram, Thulasiraman, Garg, & Buyya, 2012), where customers are interested in the highest QoS at minimum
cost, while providers advertise services and associated prices based on a SLA.

2.1. Specific contributions

Blockchain is creating new market opportunities rewriting the conventional business models. Table 1 depicts common models
3

found in the literature supported by blockchain technologies. Since they can use private networks and Ethereum as its infrastructure,
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it is evident that blockchain has been explored in multiple domains, mainly for payment and provenance purposes. However, scant
research has been carried out on the transformative Ethereum properties for business models, i.e. we have found no related work
associated with multi-service networks exploring the decentralised authority of blockchain networks.

To address the challenge of exploring multi-service networks using a decentralised authority, this paper introduces a multi-service
business model for blockchain. The model relies on Ethereum characteristics such as gas and gas price to match the expected and
perceived service levels for customers. The model is composed of concurrent private Ethereum networks, where network nodes
supervise and validate the transactions/services using the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus protocol.

The PoA attributes a reputation to each validator node, thence validator nodes are encouraged to mine transactions correctly,
otherwise, they will be associated with a negative reputation. Thus, an Ethereum network which involves more miners/validators
provides better reliability. Our model treats each transaction as a service where the customer proposes the price he/she is willing
to pay to execute and save their service in the blockchain. The service has different levels of complexity, i.e., units of gas, and
different prices, i.e., gas prices. Then, each service is forwarded to the corresponding network according to the price proposed by
he customer. The final service cost is a combination of the complexity and the network mining price.

Since concurrent private Ethereum networks exhibit differential levels of quality control and reliability for services, customers
ho require a high level of reliability for their services should then propose higher prices. To empirically validate this model, we have
mployed real pharma datasets emanated from the SPuMoNI research project. Pharma is arguably a domain with well-established
LAs which requires strict end-to-end traceability and data integrity with ensured QoS. Moreover, we present a performance analysis
f concurrent private Ethereum networks that provides an insight into the number of services per second that can be processed in
ach Ethereum network.

. Method

Our multi-service model uses concurrent private Ethereum networks, where the concurrent processing of Ethereum transactions
represents multiple services with different prices. This concurrency provides not only multiple simultaneous options to any given
customer, but also a near real-time ability to select a suitable network – a sine qua non in service networks – as the PoA consensus
enables a distributed decision based on the available networks and their characteristics. Additionally, such concurrency does not
significantly increase the overall framework complexity, as the consensus algorithm is an intrinsic component of the blockchain
network.

Extending the notion of the network selection problem in the literature (Trestian et al., 2012), our selection of an Ethereum
network is based on:

1. intrinsic network metrics such as consensus algorithms (e.g., PoA or Proof of Work), block and complexity of the service (gas
limit in Ethereum), and number of regular and miner nodes;

2. client/device characteristics which determine access support to allow the communication with the network and execution of
(Ethereum) tasks;

3. application requirements defined by the number of transactions and smart contracts; and,
4. customer preferences typically related to budget or the price a customer is willing to pay (gas price in Ethereum), and service

quality (e.g., empty blocks).

Ultimately, the final service cost is a combination of the service complexity, i.e., consensus algorithms, the units of gas required
to execute the service in the network, and the gas price proposed by the customer. With Ethereum, it is possible to quantify the
complexity of the service (units of gas) and the price of each network (gas price using Ethers, the Ethereum cryptocurrency). A brief
introduction to such blockchain characteristics in the context of Ethereum and their implications for performance is presented in
Appendix A of Leal, Chis et al. (2020).

Fig. 1 illustrates such a model composed of: (i) concurrent private Ethereum networks; (ii) stream of Ethereum transactions; (iii)
PoA as consensus algorithm; and (iv) smart contracts. In this model, the customer proposes the price that he/she is willing to pay
for a service. Then, the service, which is in the form of Ethereum transactions, is forwarded to the corresponding network to be
validated and executed using smart contract methods. The proposed model executes services at different prices. The services with
more profit are executed by powerful and reliable Ethereum networks, i.e., with more miner nodes. This model aims for a higher
network to provide faster speed and better trustworthiness. Therefore, a customer who wants a faster and reliable service should
propose a higher price. Unfair services are discarded by the networks and returned to the customer for verification.

3.1. Concurrent private ethereum networks

Ethereum is an open-source blockchain platform with a trustful framework for transaction-based systems (Wood, 2014). It uses
a cryptocurrency token called Ether, which quantifies the interactions with an Ethereum network through transactions. In this
context, wei is the smallest denomination of Ether. Each Ethereum transaction requires an amount of gas, i.e., the computational
effort measurement to execute Ethereum transactions. The proposed model relies on Ethereum transactions to submit multi-services
with different prices. Table 2 describes the composition of the concurrent private Ethereum networks. Each network holds a
different number of miners willing to validate transactions at different prices. Larger networks will provide higher speed and an
4

increased level of trustworthiness. In this approach, the customer proposes a price to pay for a given service. Then, the service is
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Fig. 1. High-level diagram of the proposed model. It illustrates five private Ethereum service networks configured with a different number of miner
and regular nodes – represented as filled and patterned circles respectively – which concurrently execute transactions at five distinct gas prices
{0 𝑤𝑒𝑖, 1 𝐺𝑤𝑒𝑖, 1 𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟, 1 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟, 1 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟}. The dispatcher handles the distinct streams of transactions/services, represented as arrows, by matching
them to a suitable service network according to their proposed price and complexity. N.B. The 0 − 𝑤𝑒𝑖 network is composed of two miners only due to PoA
consensus requirements.

Table 2
wei values and the corresponding number of nodes (regular and miner) for the proposed model.

Network Unit Value [wei] # Regular nodes # Miner nodes

1 0 wei 0 0 2
2 1 Gwei 109 2 2
3 1 Microether 1012 3 3
4 1 Milliether 1015 4 4
5 1 ETH 1018 5 5

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
xx xx ETH xx ∗ 1018 xx xx

processed and validated by the corresponding network. Regular and miner nodes have different roles. While regular nodes submit the
transactions/services to the network, the miners validate and commit the transactions into the chain. The number of miner/validator
nodes is always half of the total number of nodes. For example, in a network with six nodes, there are three regular nodes responsible
for submitting transactions, and there are three validator nodes.

3.2. Ethereum transactions as multi-services

Composed of a private and a public key, Ethereum accounts incorporate a gas limit and a gas price to submit instructions
known as transactions. The gas limit indicates the maximum computational effort that a transaction should have to be accepted
by the network. Typically, Ethereum transactions have a minimum gas limit of 21,000 and a maximum of 6, 700, 000 units of
gas. The amount of gas per transaction relies heavily on the complexity of the task. Therefore, transactions that require complex
interactions with smart contracts use more gas. The gas price is the price per unit of gas specified in the transaction by the gas
limit. Consequently, the final transaction fee is measured as 𝚐𝚊𝚜𝚙𝚛𝚒𝚌𝚎 ∗ 𝚐𝚊𝚜𝚕𝚒𝚖𝚒𝚝.

Our proposed method converts the transaction structure illustrated in Fig. 2 into services. The gas price corresponds to the
service price proposed by the customer and the gas limit to its complexity. The Ethereum account identifies the blockchain network
that will process and validate the service. Finally, the contract address identifies the type of service to be executed by the smart
contract deployed in the network. The validity of the service is reached by the consensus mechanism of each Ethereum network.
The complexity of the service is estimated according to the smart contract needed to execute the service. Thus, unfair service prices
will be rejected and returned for verification. The multi-services are forwarded to the corresponding concurrent private Ethereum
network in order to be validated and executed simultaneously.
5
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Fig. 2. Service Composition Mapping. It establishes a correspondence between the characteristics of network services and those of blockchain transactions to be
executed by the concurrent Ethereum networks. First, a customer proposes the price which he/she is willing to pay for a service with a given complexity. Then,
the system selects the network which holds the smart contract to execute the service.

3.3. Consensus mechanism

The multi-services reliability is agreed by all network nodes using consensus mechanisms. Once the consensus is reached, the
services are validated, tamper-proof, and included into the chain. The concurrent Ethereum private networks use PoA as a consensus
mechanism. PoA uses a reputation-based approach to accept new nodes in a network as validator nodes. A node is able to validate
services if at least 𝑁

2 +1 network authorities have previously identified the current node as honest, where 𝑁 is the number of trusted
validators or authorities. Our concurrent private Ethereum networks are composed of a different number of miner/validator nodes
according to the network size (see Table 2). Specifically, the PoA works in each network as follows:

− A time slot is allocated to the network node to validate the services. During that time slot the corresponding node is the leader
of the network.

− Each node is enabled to validate services every 𝑁
2 +1 blocks. Therefore, the mining frequency of nodes is bounded by 1

𝑁
2 +1

.

− A maximum of 𝑁−(𝑁2 +1) nodes are allowed to propose blocks in the same time slot.
− The GHOST protocol (Wood, 2014) is applied if multiple nodes are validating the same services at the same time. This protocol

gives the validation to the leader.
− The block is sealed by the validator signature.
− A block with multi-services is broadcasted into the network.
− The nodes that constantly propose invalid services reduce their reputation, and consequently can be excluded from the list of

reliable validators (De Angelis et al., 2018).

3.4. Smart contracts

Ethereum platforms allow the deployment of smart contracts without any central authority (Singh, Parizi, Zhang, Choo, &
ehghantanha, 2020). Smart contracts enable to build dedicated data structures to accommodate the transactions in the distributed
lockchain network. In addition, smart contracts can have multiple functions which enable to perform smart decisions eliminating
entral authorities. Once deployed in a blockchain network, the smart contracts cannot be deleted or modified.

This paper uses smart contracts to simulate the execution of multiple services. Therefore, the concurrent private Ethereum
etworks hold different smart contracts allowing to execute services simultaneously at different prices. The smart contracts will
llow to allocate, execute, and trace multiple services in a decentralised manner. The proposed model provides services for free,
lthough using limited processing. In turn, profitable services are executed by powerful blockchain networks.

.5. Performance analysis and evaluation metrics

To evaluate the model, we have analysed the performance using the throughput as an evaluation metric. Throughput is considered
suitable way to measure blockchain network performance, because it quantifies the number of transactions successfully committed

n the blocks. We have recorded the throughput and the number of services per block for a given number of services submitted per
econd to the network, and then employed LR to optimise the performance for multiple numbers of nodes and different gas prices.
6
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Table 3
Dataset composition.
Sources Transaction description # Transactions

M1 Asset ID, timestamp, and 6 multiple sensor values 103,403
M2 Asset ID, timestamp, and 6 multiple sensor values 117,788

Throughput. It indicates the number of services per second (𝑠𝑝𝑠) successfully committed in the blocks. Eq. (1) depicts the throughput
which relies on two constraints: (i) number of services per block; and (ii) block period.1

𝑠𝑝𝑠 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
(1)

The performance analysis of concurrent private Ethereum networks aims to identify the maximum number of services that
particular blockchain network can receive. In this context, we employ LR to calculate the performance of a network, i.e., the

hroughput, for a given number of nodes.

inear regression. LR attempts to model the relationship between an explanatory variable and a dependent variable. In our scenario,
e employ LR to model the relationship between the number of nodes 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 and the throughput 𝑠𝑝𝑠 as depicted in Eq. (2), where

𝛽0 is the intercept and 𝛽1 is the regression coefficient.

𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 (2)

The LR enables to estimate the maximum services per second for private Ethereum networks with a different number of nodes.

4. Experiments and results

To evaluate our model, we performed an empirical evaluation, where we employed: (i) a private Ethereum network with multiple
nodes; (ii) multiple transactions which simulate different services; and (iii) smart contracts. Furthermore, our empirical testbed has
employed two 3-year time series collected from two distinct pharmaceutical manufacturing lines. The anonymised data encompasses
sensor values involved in critical medicine manufacturing. Then, we created multi-services to be executed in the concurrent private
Ethereum networks to obtain quality control and the reliability of the medicine manufacturing processes.

The evaluation of our model focuses on concurrent private Ethereum networks with different numbers of nodes and different
gas prices. We conducted empirical evaluations for the following two scenarios: (i) maximum performance of a private Ethereum
network free of charge, i.e., at 0 gas price; and (ii) concurrent private Ethereum networks with multiple nodes and at different prices.
These experiments use a block period of 2 s and a block gas limit of 0x10000000.

The experiments were conducted on OpenStack cloud instances with 16 GB RAM, 8 CPU and 160 GB of hard-disk space. The
implementation has been tested and deployed in the OpenStack platform with Java Development Kit version 13.0.2, Solidity version
0.6.7, Web3J version 4.5.18, and Geth version 1.9.13.

4.1. Pharma dataset and smart contracts

To evaluate the model, we employed a real-world pharmaceutical dataset which is composed of values captured by sensors from
two machines (M1 and M2) from pharmaceutical manufacturing product lines. The machines incorporate temperature, pressure,
and velocity sensors. Table 3 provides a description of the dataset composition.

Moreover, we create different smart contracts that accommodate and execute the services which are in the form of Ethereum
transactions. Specifically, each blockchain transaction/service is composed of: (i) an asset identifier (ID); (ii) timestamp of the
sensors’ data records; (iii) two values for the temperature sensors; (iv) one value for the pressure sensor; and (v) three values for
the multiple velocity sensors.

The pharmaceutical industry requires auditable computerised systems to regulate the product quality. Since traceability and
reliability are two main features of the blockchain technology, the pharmaceutical domain is an ideal domain to evaluate the
emerging Blockchain 3.0 applications/models. In this context, we use the pharmaceutical data collected from a real production
manufacturing line at a European pharma manufacturer to evaluate our model. Using this dataset, we developed smart contracts
that enable to store the data and audit the sensor values. In this model, each customer proposes the price that he/she is willing to pay.
Then, the services are forwarded and executed to the corresponding Ethereum network. The model offers decentralised reliability
according to the price proposed by the customer. The final price is a combination of the complexity of the transaction/service and
the mining price of the network. With this data, we have carried out a performance evaluation and analysis of concurrent private
Ethereum networks.

1 N.B. This paper has adopted a block period of 2 s for all experiments.
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Table 4
Free of charge private ethereum network performance, i.e., at 0 gas price.

Submissions (sps) # Transactions/block (sps) # Empty blocks

78 151 75 0
164 325 161 0
323 654 327 0
476 902 450 0
566 1133 565 0
588 2248 576 �
600 2343 590 �

Fig. 3. Analysis of the network behaviour using multiple nodes and different gas prices. It is noted that the throughput is expressed in sps (services per second).
The mining gas price does not influence the performance of the network.

4.2. Free of charge private ethereum network performance

A free service, normally, offers the minimum or a limited number of functionalities or requests. Our model encompasses a
edicated private Ethereum network that offers free services. However, this network is composed of only two nodes, offering a
ow level of reliability. Table 4 contains the performance results of a private Ethereum network with two nodes that are free of
harge, i.e., with 0 wei as the mining gas price. The results show that a private Ethereum network with these characteristics accepts

on average a maximum of 565 sps. At a value higher than that, the network starts to mine empty blocks and the nodes stop the
services broadcasting in the network. In the proposed model, we configured the smallest network to receive until 100 sps.

4.3. Concurrent private Ethereum networks performance

The concurrent private Ethereum network will receive multi-services at the same time and with different prices. As a decentralised
echnology, the services are managed by a distributed authority using consensus algorithms. In our case, we employ PoA to ensure
hat all nodes are known and trustworthy. In addition, the network reliability improves as the number of miners increases. Therefore,
ower priced networks offer services with less quality and reliability. However, as the network grows it becomes harder to achieve
he consensus, and, consequently, the performance decreases. Table 5 contains the performance results of the concurrent private
thereum networks. Our approach uses half of the network nodes as service submitters and the remaining as miners, i.e., service

validators. This approach works up to 220 sps. At a value higher than 220, the network rejects some transactions when the consensus
is not achieved. In addition, we can notice that the mining gas price does not influence the performance of the network.

Fig. 3 depicts the network behaviour with multiple nodes and at different gas prices. The degree of trustworthiness and reliability
increases according to the number of miners in each network. Therefore, if a customer wants to execute a service with a high level
of trustworthiness and reliability they should pay more. We can conclude that the mining gas price does not have a big impact on
a private Ethereum network performance presenting similar behaviours.

Our model intends to scale-up the number of services as the network grows. With this purpose, we employ LR which allows to
estimate the throughput of each network according to the number of nodes. Table 6 includes the LR results for multiple gas prices.

The proposed model enables a customer to propose the price paid for the service. Then, the service is executed in the
corresponding Ethereum network. Therefore, the final cost combines the service complexity, i.e., the units of gas required to execute
the service in the network and the mining gas price of each network. Table 7 contains examples of service costs concerning the
different concurrent private Ethereum networks. The selection of network is done analysing the service complexity and the price
proposed by the customer.
8
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Table 5
Behaviour of the private Ethereum network using different numbers of nodes. The experiments were conducted
with different mining gas prices.

Nodes Submissions (sps) # Transactions/block (sps) Gas price

2

97 147 97 0 wei
97 144 97 1 Gwei
98 196 98 1 microether
99 198 99 1 milliether
98 196 98 1 ETH

4

107 212 106 0 wei
106 212 106 1 Gwei
105 210 105 1 microether
104 203 102 1 milliether
104 206 103 1 ETH

6

110 218 109 0 wei
148 301 148 1 Gwei
149 294 147 1 microether
150 298 148 1 milliether
150 300 149 1 ETH

8

146 293 146 0 wei
189 374 187 1 Gwei
187 352 176 1 microether
190 362 183 1 milliether
187 368 184 1 ETH

10

193 383 191 0 wei
217 430 218 1 Gwei
219 428 213 1 microether
219 429 214 1 milliether
218 431 215 1 ETH

12

236 461 231 0 wei
194 372 186 1 Gwei
197 380 190 1 microether
195 375 188 1 milliether
198 381 191 1 ETH

14

213 429 210 0 wei
211 440 212 1 Gwei
220 435 216 1 microether
220 440 220 1 milliether
222 442 221 1 ETH

16

220 440 220 0 wei
215 435 210 1 Gwei
210 422 205 1 microether
213 426 213 1 milliether
220 430 213 1 ETH

Table 6
LR results. The linear regression allows to estimate the amount of sps a network with a given
number of nodes can execute for the multiple gas prices.
Gas price LR 𝑅2

0 wei 𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 10.7 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 67.8 0.88
1 Gwei 𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 8.7 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 92 0.79
1 Microether 𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 8.8 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 90 0.83
1 Milliether 𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 9.2 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 88.4 0.83
1 ETH 𝑠𝑝𝑠 = 9.2 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 88.7 0.83

Table 7
Example of computation of the total service cost by the concurrent private Ethereum networks.
Network mining cost Service complexity Total service cost

0 wei 30,000 units of gas 0 ETH
1 Gwei 40,000 units of gas 0.000004 ETH
1 Microether 50,000 units of gas 0.05 ETH
1 Milliether 60,000 units of gas 60 ETH
1 ETH 70,000 units of gas 70,000 ETH
9
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5. Conclusions

Blockchain technologies have been increasingly employed to address the challenge of provenance in decentralised networks,
ince data-intensive distributed environments are prone to manipulation when managed by a central entity. Furthermore, blockchain
rovides data quality control in the form of data authenticity and traceability. Moreover, it introduces the concept of decentralised
uthority through consensus mechanisms.

In this context, this paper has explored the decentralisation of multi-service networks using blockchain. Typically, multi-service
etworks provide different services in the same infrastructure which is managed and coordinated by a central entity. Therefore,
his paper attempts to decentralise multi-service network models by using blockchain-based SLAs. In this context, we contribute
ith a decentralised business model which executes multiple services using concurrent private Ethereum networks configured with
ifferent mining prices. Each network offers different levels of reliability and quality control depending on the number of nodes
hat form the network. The higher the number of nodes, the better the quality control and reliability. As a consensus mechanism,
e have used PoA which ensures that the service validators are reliable.

The services are processed concurrently by the different Ethereum networks at different prices. The services are in the form of
thereum transactions where: (i) the gas limit represents the complexity of the service; (ii) the gas price represents the price that

a customer is willing to pay for the service; and (iii) smart contracts hold the methods which will execute the service. The final
service cost is a combination of the service complexity, i.e., the units of gas required to execute the service in the network, and the
gas price proposed by the customer.

Although our proposed model is domain agnostic, it has been evaluated using real pharmaceutical-related datasets collected
from manufacturing lines of a pharmaceutical company. Pharmaceutical manufacturing lines require strict end-to-end traceability
and data integrity in the medicine production. Therefore, in this case, the concurrent Ethereum networks provide different levels
of quality control, traceability, and reliability to the pharma data according to the price proposed by the customer. To evaluate
this approach, we have carried out a performance analysis of the concurrent private Ethereum networks. The results indicate that
different mining prices do not impact the network performance.

In addition, we have performed a scalability analysis by systematically increasing the number of submitter nodes in each network.
In this context, we have employed a LR analysis which enables to estimate the throughput of each network according to the number
of nodes utilised.

As future work, we intend to: (i) articulate a hybrid multi-level service model by exploring different mining prices in distinct
Ethereum networks; (ii) enrich the data control mechanisms via smart contract methods; and (iii) improve the performance by
exploring other Ethereum clients.

In addition, in near future work, we aim to explore the applicability of our multi-service model in real pharmaceutical-related
environments. We believe it will enable to automatically provide distinct SLAs with measurable QoS while maintaining reliability
and transparency to an industry where compliance and risk assessment are fundamental.
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